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The Directors, managers and staff of Blue Lagoon Groups recognize that our operations have an
effect on the local, regional and countywide environment. As a consequence of this, the management
are committed to continuous improvements in environmental performance and the prevention of
pollution. Environmental regulations, laws and codes of practice will be regarded as setting the
minimum standards of environmental performance.
The Hotel is committed to a policy of responsible environmental management, leading to a
sustainable use of resources and optimal management of waste.

Certification:
The Blue Lagoon Group Hotels have achieved the Travel Life Gold Award in order to show how
serious we take our responsibility towards socio‐economic impacts and the staff welfare.

Energy Supple and Management and Energy saving initiatives:
Blue Lagoon Group Hotels have managed to reduce electricity consumption with several kilowatt
hours per guest night through the following actions:
 We insure that all staff are trained to ensure the appropriate energy consumption in all
areas of the Resort
 All heavy equipment in Kitchens, laundry and pool equipment are grade A efficient. All
equipment that will be purchased in the future will also be energy efficient.
 usage of low energy light bulbs and led lights in all public areas and guest rooms
 schedule for lights in some public areas to closed at night after mid night
 outdoor lighting in gardens and waterpark are equipped either with sensors or timers
 refrigerators and TV’s are low energy consuming
 card systems for the electricity in the rooms
 towel changing system in place which all staff of the Housekeeping is trained for
 All buildings in the resort are supplied with hot water that is produced by solar panels.
Only on days where there is no sun the water is heated by petrol.

Water Management:
Blue Lagoon Group Hotels have managed through much different kind of actions to save the overall
consumption of water without compromising the quality of service for the clients and ensuring the
health and safety of the clients. These actions include:




All accommodation taps, toilets and showers will throttled such as:
 4 litres per minute for taps
 9 litres per minute for showers
 2 litres for each flush in the toilets
All toilets have been fitted with low flush and or dual flush systems

Waste Management:
Blue Lagoon Group Hotels have successfully reducing the production of waste in all areas of the
hotel and encouraging clients to to join its efforts through different actions such as:
 We do not use any plastic and paper for clients.
 We recycle cooking oil, food, plastic, glass, metal, aluminium, electrical waste with help
of the municipality of Kos and many other partners
 We buy in bulk in order to reduce the amount of solid waste
 We encourage guest to use our recycle bins

Chemical use:
Blue Lagoon Group Hotels are using chemicals for laundry and washing of dishes and cleaning
rooms that are approved environmental friendly products. They have passed ISO9001:2008 and ISO
14001:2004+AC:2009.
The staff of the Blue Lagoon Group and use recommended measures in Laundry at pot washes by
automatic systems

Our vision:
Blue Lagoon Group is going create even more boilers to store more hot water produced from the
solar panels. At the beginning of the season of 2016 we will be able to store up to 50% more hot water
produced by the solar panels.
Also we are looking into the possibility to create our own photovoltaic power plant in order to
produce renewable energy ourselves.

This policy statement will be reviewed annually to ensure that it remains applicable to the activities
of the Hotel.
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